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Chapter 7: Island-by-Island Behavior Data Analysis 
  
 
Question E: For the three selected surface whale behaviors (breaches, 
slaps and dives), how do the sites on every island compare in the 
number of sightings of each particular behavior from 2002-2010 in 
January, February and March? 
 
 In addition to the census sheet, the Ocean Count volunteers also fill out a behavior 
sheet from 8:00 am continuously until 12 noon. As the volunteers scan the open ocean 
looking for humpback whale activity, they count and record the number of whales sighted 
(adults and calves separately) and the number of surface behaviors observed (blow, 
breach, slap and dive) during eight 30-minute count periods.  
 
 The volunteers are required to watch for and record four specific whale behaviors. 
They are breach (full body out of the water), slaps (either pec fins, tail or head), dives 
(fluke up or down) and blows. The volunteers can also write any other notes they think 
might be helpful in analyzing the data such as weather and water conditions, descriptions 
of the behaviors, boat or airplane presence and other miscellaneous observations. The 
volunteers usually work in teams of two so that one person is the observer while the other 
records the observed behaviors. 
 
Humpback Whale Behavioral Analysis Results 
   
 The behavior data was analyzed first by individual site for each particular 
behavior and second summarized by each island. For both analyses, each behavior had an 
average calculated per whale by dividing the number of behavioral occurrences by the 
number of whales sighted in the particular time interval. Even though, the behavioral 
analysis per individual site did not appear to form a trend, conclusions from this data are 
beyond the scope of this intern project and are being left for further examination by 
whale researchers.  
 

Some patterns did emerge in the behavioral summary by island. The following 
page contains the average number of breaches, slaps and dives from 2002-2010 and 
2006-2010 respectively, per site per individual island. As the following tables show, the 
average was taken from each shore-based site over the time period in January, February 
and March and then averaged over the sites for each particular island. This number yields 
the average number of breaches, slaps and dives sighted at each island (Kauai, Oahu, 
Hawaii and Kahoolawe) in January, February and March.  

 
As shown, Kahoolawe’s data was included in the graphing analysis. However, 

since it only has one ocean count site, it is not a reliable representation of humpback 
whale behavior compared to the other three islands. Therefore, it is mentioned by itself in 
the conclusions. 
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Behavior Results: Breaches 
 
 The island with the highest average number of breaches sighted from 2002-2010 
per site in January and February was Hawaii and in March was Oahu. For Kauai, the best 
month for seeing breaches over the ten-year summary was February (x=0.315) followed 
by January (x=0.303) and March (x=0.303). For Oahu, the best month for seeing 
breaches over the ten-year period was March (x=0.329) followed by February (x=0.286) 
and then January (x=0.194). For Hawaii, the best month for counting breaches over the 
ten-year summary was February (x=0.416) followed by January (x=0.390) then March 
(x=0.303). Lastly, for Kahoolawe, March had the highest average number of breaches 
sighted (x=0.760) followed by January (x=0.593) then February (x=.510).  
 
Behavior Results: Slaps 
 
 The island with the highest average number of slaps sighted from 2002-2010 per 
site in both February and March was Kauai and in January was Hawaii. For Kauai, the 
best month for seeing slaps over the ten-year summary was March (x=0.800) followed by 
January (x=0.752) then February (x=0.684). For Oahu, the best month for seeing slaps 
over the ten-year summary was March (x=0.543) followed by February (x=0.467) then 
January (x=0.391). For Hawaii, the best month for seeing slaps over the ten-year 
summary was January (x=.802) followed by March (x=0.664) and then February 
(x=0.663). For Kahoolawe, the best month for spotting slaps was in February (x=2.123) 
followed by January (x=1.043) and then March (x=1.040). 
 
Behavior Results: Dives 
 
 The island with the highest average number of dives sighted from 2006-2010 per 
site in all the months (January, February and March) was Kauai. For Kauai, the month for 
seeing the highest overall average number of dives over the five-year period was in 
March (x=0.365) followed by January (x=0.272) then February (x=0.270).  For Oahu, the 
best month for spotting dives over the five-year period was March (x=0.180) followed by 
January (x=0.166) then February (x=0.133).  For Hawaii, the best month for seeing dives 
over the five-year period was in January (x=0.250) followed by February (x=0.185) then 
March (x=0.171). For Kahoolawe, the best month for seeing dives over the five-year 
period was in March (x=0.450) followed by February (x=0.430) then January (x=0.337).  
 
Behavior Result Conclusions 
 
 The overall average per whale for each island was rather close for each particular 
behavior. Some preliminary conclusions drawn from the behavioral summary by island 
analysis include for Oahu, volunteers in the month of March saw the overall highest 
average for all three behaviors. For Hawaii, slaps and dives and the highest count 
averages in January, and with dives, March had the lowest overall average number of 
sightings. For Kauai, no real pattern emerged between the three behaviors but less 
variability was found between January, February and March’s averages for each 
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particular behavior. For Kahoolawe, March had the highest average number of sightings 
for both the breach and dive behaviors.  
 Formal behavioral conclusions using the Sanctuary Ocean Count data are beyond 
the scope of this project and further in depth, specialized analysis is needed to see how 
the whales use the behaviors.  
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Chapter 8: Behavior Data Analysis by Site 
 
 The following pages illustrate the average number of behaviors, specifically 
breaches, slaps and dives, collected from sixty shore-based ocean count sites around the 
islands of Kauai, Oahu, Hawaii and Kahoolawe in January, February and March 2002-
2010. Data containing observed whale dives (both fluke up and down) was only recorded 
starting in 2006 and therefore, the analysis begins there. Kahoolawe’s data is sporadic 
and therefore, hard to form accurate conclusions. 
 

Like the census data, if a NA appears in the data table it either represents a site 
closure, the lack of a behavioral data sheet for the site or unreliable behavior data 
information. If a zero appears, there were no behaviors sighted. 
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